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Category:Engineering software companiesQ: Sending HTML to controller MVC 3 I am attempting to just print an HTML string to the console in the controller but getting an error. I have tried to make it to be a variable, but that didn't seem to work. What am I doing wrong? public ActionResult printDoor() { Print(@"Door Print"); return null; } A: Thank you Patrick, your example worked and I was able to get my other code working as well, however I was able to
keep my code inline within the function. public ActionResult printDoor() { Print("Door Print"); return null; } I believe it was because my Print method was within the function, and when a function ends, the web browser would be ready to go to the next line and execute it. If you put it outside of the function then that line wouldn't even be called as it is part of the function. Q: Chrome Inconsistency with CSS pseudo-class and pseudo-element in href I have a bug in
chrome wherein a :visited pseudo-class and the associated :visited pseduo-element behave differently. Normally, the "enter" link should be styled differently than the "other" link. However, in Chrome, these two elements are identical: Google Microsoft The :visited pseudo-class should properly style the link with # in the href, but it does not. Only after I hover over the link with my mouse, the link becomes orange. Here is a visual example of how it should be: You
can also see it in action at I would really like to use the :visited pseudo-class, as I think it looks neat, but I will settle for a solution where this inconsistency is corrected. Things I've tried Using jQuery to manually style the :visited and :visited a elements by adding the following classes to the elements: .visited.other a { background: #F30! 1cb139a0ed
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